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212554 JENNA JUMPER

Slightly oversized and with pointelle detail to the top, this knit is the 
epitome of understated style. Crafted from a merino wool blend it's 
perfect from the moment leaves start to fall, all the way through to 
the first signs of spring. A layer that you truly need no excuse to 
wear.

Now €49.95 RRP €89.95



213837 INTARSIA JUMPER - HOTDOG

An intarsia jumper is just the thing to add a playful edge to your off-duty 
looks. This crew-neck design is chock-full of charm and awash with the 
attentive little details we’re famous for.

NOW €39.95 RRP 69.95

213397 BROOKE JUMPER

We love to make jumpers and we love to make a 
statement, so this statement-making knit is ticking all our 
boxes. Crafted in a soft yet sturdy wool-blend with 
bubble-stitch sleeves, it's perfect to pair with jeans for an 
easy-peasy outfit idea throughout the autumn and winter 
months. NOW €51.95 RRP €79.95



Great for when the sun goes down but fun with the family continues outside 
in the garden this zip through hoodie is the perfect throw on item to have to 
hand. With a hood, long sleeves, longline body and silicone poppers on the 
pockets, it's something that can be part of your wardrobe all year round too.

Now €33.95 RRP €59.95

213394 Kailee Hoody



211149 Sweatshirt 

A high neck sweatshirt is a must-have for staying cosy indoors and out. This one is cut 
from soft cotton, with a concealed button placket. Comfy outfit sorted.

Now €33.95 RRP 50.95



Our Harbour jersey top is famed for the fit and the fabric and now it's back 
in a raft of floral prints. A true wear-it-anywhere essential. How many have 
you got in your wardrobe?

Now 17.95 RRP €39.95

211602 CLASSIC HARBOUR

A much-loved classic, our Harbour top is stylish, hardwearing 
and easy to wear for the everyday. Made from 100% cotton, it’s 
soft on the skin and has a relaxed fit for your comfort. To give 
your everyday look a touch of fun, we’ve added some charming 
embroidery too.

Now €19.95 RRP €35.95



If you love our Harbour tops then why not try this 
lightweight version? It has the same fit and look as the 
classic favourite, but it's crafted from a lighter fabric so it's 
perfect for keeping cool in those warmer months. This has 
3/4 length sleeves, is made from 100% cotton and has a 
relaxed fit through the body. Now 11.95 RRP €39.95

212759 Wide Swing Top
There’s something about a swing silhouette that never fails to make the everyday 
jeans-and-top combination look a little more put together. If you love our 
Harbour top then why not try this swing version that captures the Harbour look, 
but fits a little looser through the body? Add a print and curved hem and you’d be 
hard-pushed to find a more flattering style.
Now €11.95 RRP 39.95 



209915 BRODIE JERSEY PEPLUM NOW €19.95 RRP €39.95

Broderie in the front, jersey in the back, there’s more to 
this top than meets the eye. With different colours to 
choose from, short sleeves and a relaxed fit, it’s a true 
summer staple. We’ve also added a peplum hem which 
makes for a flattering day to night look



This waterproof and breathable coat comes with its own little bag so it can be stashed away 
quickly, easily and in style. But that’s not the only thing it comes with. This new relaxed fit 
raincoat is packed full of stylish and practical features such as an adjustable hood with a storm 
peak to keep out driving wind and rain, elasticated cuffs, luxury trims and a mesh lining. The 
slightly relaxed fit means it’s perfect for accommodating extra layers on those cooler days. 

Waybridge Waterproof Coat Now 
40.95 RRP 89.95



Our rainwear is always practical and stylish 
and this waterproof jacket is yet more proof 
of that. With critically taped seams, hood 
with storm peak and a longline length it's 
100% waterproof so will keep you nice and 
dry in every downpour. The style really 
comes through with the drawstring 
waistband for a flattering fit, two front 
pockets and hand-drawn printed lining. You'll 
be wishing for a bit of rain!

Loxley Raincoat Now 
€106.00 RRP €179.00



Welcome in the new season with our best-
loved Coast waterproof jacket. Offering all the 
rain-ready protection and comfort it’s famous 
for, it’s been updated with front square 
pockets, cord detailing at the hood and cord 
toggles that create that classic duffle-coat look. 
We've also added a front storm flap so you'll be 
protected from the elements and fully taped 
seams so it's 100% waterproof.

Coast Mid Length Now 
€70.95 RRP €109.00 


